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Foreword 

I am often asked how I got into the business of working with so many people all over the world who 

have been subject to cyber attack. To answer the question, I will give you a bit of a history of the 

internet, as its evolution and mine have coincided in an interesting way. 

I have long been an entrepreneur specializing in niche marketing and SEO. During the early days of the 

internet, I began by working with individuals and companies around the globe who needed their online 

reputation boosted and their exposure improved. This was what I now refer to as the “positive” side of 

the reputation and brand management business. 

At the time, we employed a variety of techniques to put positive blogs and content up on the web and to 

backlink (the art of getting other websites to put your link on their website ) stories, press releases and 

videos. Quite simply, we bombarded cyberspace with the name of the company in a variety of ways, 

including setting up multiple cross-linked websites. Exposure was the name of the game, and as a 

specific company appeared more often at the top of Google pages, obviously the competition would 

become harder to find. To this day, few people go past the first few pages when they are searching for a 

product, service or information online. This technique will always have its merits, but in time, it became 

insufficient to meet the demands of the ever-increasing number of people and businesses who wanted to 

see and be seen on the internet. 

Over the years I built a solid foundation as an expert in what was known as the world of internet 

reputation management, but I accomplished it by actually placing positive data on the web to get my 

clients seen. There was no issue of determining how to make sure that negative remarks were not seen, 

as these had not yet begun to surface to any significant extent. However, that soon changed as people 

caught on and as the major search engines such as Google got more sophisticated. 

It started to become more and more difficult, and sometimes even impossible, to push positive content 

up and negative content down. The process began to look like the carnival game of Whack-A-Mole. You 

hit a mole on the head with a hammer and two others pop up. You shoot or knock those two down and 

three others pop up somewhere else. Managing someone’s online reputation quickly became just like 

this and it was a nightmare to track everything that needed oversight. 

The need for new tactics escalated when people started to figure out that rather than bombard a space 

with positive comments, they could raise their positive rankings by posting negative comments about 

competitors. I had to start looking for solutions to attack this head on and that is why I collaborated with 

my brother Chris and we transitioned from focusing on the positive to becoming specialists in 

identifying and eradicating the negative. 

The timing for this transition was just right because in early 2010 we began receiving more and more 

inquiries from people who had been slandered or attacked online or were the unhappy recipients of 
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negative blogs and posts on sites such as ripoffreport.com and complaintsboard.com. It was the nature 

and urgency of those calls that rooted me into what might be referred to as the “negative” aspect of the 

cyber world. 

We actually began by advertising and testing the reputation defense niche. The sheer volume of negative 

posts that we were asked to eradicate indicated that indeed the problem was much bigger than just online 

reputation management. Simply putting up good to negate the bad would no longer work, especially in 

cases where individuals and companies were being actively, viciously and constantly attacked. 

Fortunately, my background includes 10 years as a police officer and a detective in law enforcement, 

and this provided me with the tools that would be necessary to cope with this new problem. I had to ask 

the right questions, such as “who is behind this,” “how do we find the attackers,” and finally, “how do 

we catch them.” This was a good beginning, though actually bringing the perpetrators to justice was 

another matter altogether. 

Because of some of the relationships I’ve developed over the years, I have had the opportunity to sit in 

on training with the FBI and Interpol, and the U.S. Justice Department. These agencies have developed 

models that led me to understand that a combination of investigation and legal talent would actually be 

needed to completely resolve the issues that were becoming more and more common on the internet. 

It was no longer simply negative comments. We started receiving requests for assistance with a variety 

of malicious cyber behavior, including hacking and stalking and bullying. Despite my background, a bit 

of research proved that there is simply not a lot of specialized training available in this arena. One 

reason may be that the cyber world simply moves too quickly. As soon as one assault technique is 

obliterated, another pops up to take its place. We were back at Whack-A-Mole, but now the stakes were 

a lot more severe. 

It quickly became clear that a meeting of the minds was in order. Investigation was not enough, and 

neither was legal assistance. Very advanced techniques would be involved, so I went back for some very 

specialized training and became licensed as a private investigator, which is necessary for the type of 

investigation work needed to be successful at very high levels of cyber attack. In addition, I took various 

courses in forensics and penetration testing of computer networks, and I spent a lot of time 

experimenting and winding myself around the nooks and crannies of the internet and cyber investigation 

methods. 

Finally, I called upon my brother Chris, who has a PhD in Engineering, exposure to the high tech world, 

and as part of the Department of Defense had access to people and ideas that really put the puzzle pieces 

together. With investigative techniques and strong legal skills combined, we were now ready to tackle 

just about anything. 

We did have one early glitch, however. Through intense research, we found that the startling majority of 

attorneys had no experience in the field of internet defamation, and the few that did were extremely busy 

and costly. After an extended search we finally found an outstanding top 100 law firm that had an 

emerging internet group and was extremely skilled in related legal matters. We now have the ability to 
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provide individuals and corporations solutions that are – for lack of a better word – rooted in internet 

and computer abuse. 

As more and more people learn what can be done on the internet and quite honestly as they learn how to 

hide themselves better on the internet, the tactics are just going to get more sophisticated and more 

professional. For example, sitting on my desktop is a piece of software that I can use to push out some 

content. It could be totally defamatory against a company. I can push that out to 3,000 sites 

simultaneously. Fortunately, most people don’t have that, and fortunately we use that for good. 

However, as more and more people learn, there will be people who will absolutely set up businesses that 

offer the service of destroying companies – internet destruction for hire, if you will. 

We’re already seeing some of that now and our goal is to put an end to it. 

 

Bruce Anderson, Chris Anderson 

August, 2012 
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Introduction 

In 2008, Businessweek determined that 70 percent of buyers consult online reviews or discussion threads 

prior to making a purchase. Acknowledging the importance of this statistic is critical to any business that 

depends on internet traffic in any way for its success. Simply stated, if your product or service is the 

recipient of positive online reviews and feedback, you will receive more business. If, on the other hand, 

there is negative publicity about you or your business, your success will be severely limited. 

While some of your loyal, happy customers will undoubtedly write reviews that will raise your online 

rank, or presence, it is human nature to complain before praising. Therefore, you must constantly 

monitor your online presence. Here’s an example why:  In 2011, two housewives were successful in 

destroying a well-known international company simply by instituting a negative campaign against the 

company through blogging. Before their intervention, the company had invested $1 billion in producing 

and marketing a new product, with its launch being looked at as a shot in the arm for the company. 

However, by the time the housewives were done, the company was forced to scrap the entire project and 

the $1 billion dollars went down the drain. Even with the best attorneys in the world on the case, the 

damage was irreparable. 

In addition to posts on blogs and forums made by individuals such as these infamous housewives, the 

internet offers a veritable smorgasbord of venues on which anyone can complain about just about 

anything. On one website alone, ripoffreport.com, well over 25,000 complaints are filed yearly, and it 

represents the tip of the iceberg. There are hundreds of such websites where people can post anything 

they want and cause an immense amount of damage. Here’s another interesting statistic:  the 

approximate time it takes to post enough material to destroy a company’s reputation is two hours! 

While it is in the interest of any business to be the public recipient of reviews and constructive criticism, 

abuse of this privilege has increased at a startling rate. It is not just consumers who avail themselves of 

the opportunity to bash a product or service if they are unhappy. Every month, hundreds of damaging 

posts are made by “exes,” competitors or employees. Incredibly, there is often little or no truth behind 

the statements made – they are simply written because they can be. Often, the attacker’s gripe has 

absolutely nothing to do with the product or service they are badmouthing and in fact has no basis in any 

truth whatsoever. 

In the ever-shrinking cyber world, it is not a matter of if, but when, you will be subject to cyber attack. 

Knowing how to combat this is crucial, and this book is intended to give you ideas on how to prevent 

these types of attacks yourselves, or if you are unable to do so, how to swiftly find out who is behind 

them and how to get them stopped permanently. 
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Reputation Horror Stories 

What is a Reputation Attack? 

Cyber attacks, which are effectively online reputation attacks, happen every day. Most people think that 

this refers to customers complaining about poor service or posting negative comments on review sites. 

While these do occur, they form the minority of the problem and are actually benign when compared to 

the severe and constant assaults that can come from what are referred to as “exes”:  people, companies, 

individuals or professionals who have personal reasons for wanting to harm your brand or your person. 

“Exes” include ex-spouses, ex-significant others, ex-employees:  people who have an axe to grind. This 

type of attacker thinks  “Gee, that SOB treated me wrong while I was married to him (or while I worked 

for him), so guess what? I’m going to bring down their business.” 

One such case involved a female executive who did a lot of business in the Middle East. She was in the 

process of getting divorced and her soon-to-be-ex certainly “had it in” for her. In an effort to influence 

the outcome and the terms of the divorce and to force her to succumb to various pressures, he threatened 

to send out private compromising pictures to companies she did businesses with throughout the Middle 

East. This would not only cost her valuable business, but given the social norms of her business 

associates, possibly her life as well. We were able to prove it her ex-husband was the culprit and shut 

him down before severe damage was done. 

The other type of cyber attack comes from “the competition.” In 2011, a gentleman in the carpet 

cleaning industry suddenly noticed his business was decreasing at an alarming rate. Savvy as he was, he 

checked online and sure enough there were some very damaging reviews of his business that appeared 

when searching for carpet cleaners in the vicinity of Texas where he was located. This gentleman had 

not one, but two such companies in the Texas area and they both took severe hits. After a bit of 

investigation, it was determined that the “victim” was not alone. Other cleaning businesses in the same 

area had been the recipient of a similar barrage of bad online press. Example statements included calling 

them frauds, rip-offs, and accusations that they were stealing from customers while in their homes. 

What had actually happened? A competitor wanted more business and decided to accomplish this by 

bashing his competitors. In the early days of the internet, if you wanted to get yourself up to the top of 

the Google ladder, you simply flooded your site with positive comments and went to as many other sites 

as you could and did the same. In time, however, adjustments made to SEO algorithms made this an 

ineffective way to bolster business. An alternative had been created:  bash the competition with such 

fervor and frequency that when anyone searched for that business by name or even by category, pages 

and pages of negative remarks would pop up. This a new harassment vehicle increases in size and scope 

on a daily basis. 

Who and Where Are the Attackers? 

The primary motivation for just about all cyber attacks is to cause harm to either a business, business 

owner, or individual. While cases such as the infamous laundry cleaner exist, businesses are often 

attacked for reasons that have nothing to do with anything ‘sane’. There is actually quite a bit of this on 

the internet and some attackers are rather ineloquently referred to as being in “la-la” land. Some are 

actually psychopaths who are just “out there” to wreak havoc for no purpose other than to be vengeful. 
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A good example of this is when an individual, his family, and his business were viciously attacked for 

years by an individual as a result of just one chance encounter. In 2011, Mr. A [name redacted] just 

happened to be a big subscriber to Bigfoot and participated in all the Bigfoot conferences. The 

perpetrator in question likes to go off and talk about all of the major serial killers. 

A specific chance encounter between Mr. A and our “victim” that occurred over about a five minute 

period of time has resulted in years and years of almost daily attacks. Mr. A has now made it his life 

mission to destroy this individual. Mr. A set up multiple blogs about that person, his children, his 

business, etc. The victim has been accused of being a pedophile, cocaine addict, and many other totally 

false statements have been made. The severity of those attacks have increased as the years have gone by. 

Imagine, all of this as a result of a single 5 minute, offline encounter. 

While most attacks are made on a person or business located within the same country, the internet makes 

it very easy for someone in one state or country to trash the reputation of someone who lives hundreds 

of miles away or even across the world. A perfect example of this is a case where a business owner had 

her offices in Canada but traveled and did her work around the world. She consulted for clients in all 

major continents but was attacked by a past partner who was located in New Zealand. This former 

partner was still bitter about the breakup of the previous partnership (seven years earlier) and had taken 

it upon himself to bring down her multi-million dollar company. While key evidence has been gathered, 

litigation is still being pursued as of the time this book was written. 

What’s the Harm? 

What you must bear in mind is that cyber attacks are no laughing matter. They are totally different in 

nature than defamation or attacks in the offline world, partially because they are easy to initiate and can 

even be done anonymously. Obviously, not too many physicians would publically go out and just bash 

somebody. However, put them behind a screen name of “Donald Duck 1989” and they feel free to say 

whatever they please. 

The most damaging case that resulted from such an action occurred in 2011 and came out of the 

financial industry. One individual happened to have some major deals in the works that were worth 

millions and millions of dollars. In this case, a lone California man decided that he did not like the CEO 

of this financial company – even though they had never met. Why? To this day nobody knows, but what 

actually occurred was a chain of events that was nothing short of amazing. 

The attacker in this case set up two blogs on blogspot.com (a review site, sponsored by Google, that is 

free to use) ranting and raving about the CEO. Because the CEO was not in the habit of spending much 

time looking at his online presence, this was not uncovered until potential banking partners discovered it 

while performing due diligence. Even though the remarks themselves seemed to be so far from reality 

that the person who wrote them was suspected to be of unsound mind, the sheer existence of these two 

blogs were considered unacceptable in the button-down financial world and the deal was scrapped. 

There was another case, in 2011, where just one blog cost a gentleman $20 million dollars in lost 

revenues. For some victims, the damage is so severe that they go from having a stellar reputation one 

day to having their first five pages on Google totally destroyed, literally over the course of about a week. 
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Though it may be hard to believe that something published on the web could cause this kind of 

catastrophe, it happens all the time. People seem to believe what they read on the web, and the ripple 

effect happens very quickly. One unfortunate soul entered a chat room and innocuously happened to 

disagree with the point of view of the person who had started a thread (internet conversation) about a 

trivial public matter like politics. This happened seven years ago, and the defamation continues to this 

day. The victim here has incurred severe damage. When you Google him, you get 20 to 30 pages of 

blatant untruths and defamatory information. There are even references to him being a pedophile, troll, 

and internet predator. Though an outstanding citizen, his online reputation has been completely 

destroyed just because he dared to challenge someone in a chat forum. 

These are not isolated incidents. Our company alone receives hundreds of requests per months to clean 

up messes just like these – and even some that are more disgusting. It is frightening that you can spend a 

lifetime building up a company and a stellar reputation only to have someone destroy it overnight with a 

click of a mouse.  

It’s Not Just Blogging 

Email, texting and other forms of stalking are beginning to run rampant. You may think that when 

somebody gets attacked that the negative effects only show up when someone does a search for them. 

There is another way to destroy someone’s online presence which is a favorite of cyber stalkers and 

works like this:  The perpetrator obtains access to your client list, and/or the people that you do business 

with. He then simply sends an anonymous Gmail with some interesting little tidbits about your deviant 

lifestyle or unsound business practices and you are instantly annihilated. The truth behind these 

allegations is not proven – their mere existence is enough to totally destroy you.” 

No person or organization is immune. In 2011, a major Korean Christian church located in the Northeast 

fell prey to this. A new pastor was assigned to this church and a very vocal segment of the congregation 

didn’t like him. Emails began to show up all over the area. They contained ridiculous false claims and 

were not only sent to the church congregation, but also to the top 300 Korean-American churches in the 

country. The claims were so vicious that they resulted in about a 40% drop in attendance in the new 

pastor’s church, almost overnight – putting the church in severe financial peril. 

In another case, an ex-employee of a company in the medical industry obtained access to a company’s 

records. The disgruntled former employee sent out a mass text to everybody his former company did 

business with, saying that the business owner was a drug user, that she used unfair labor practices, and 

that she was in general a very unethical person with whom to do business. As you might imagine, false 

information like this coming from a “concerned employee” very substantially derailed this company, at 

least temporarily. 

There was also an extortion case involving key executives for a major retailer. One of the top-ranking 

executives was female. Somehow, somebody unknown to the executive body had gotten their hands on 

some compromising pictures of the female exec. The photos had been taken many years previously, but 

that did not matter. The perpetrator here emailed our “victim” and threatened to expose her by providing 

the pictures to her fellow executives and her husband, a prominent accountant in a large company in the 

area. 
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The incident finally escalated to the point where the “attacker” began to make serious demands, 

culminating in a correspondence in which he said that the only way he would stop his attacks was if the 

female executive, and her husband would meet him in a downtown hotel. Effectively, he wanted to have 

sex with the woman all night long, and when finished, he wanted to be paid $10,000. He claimed he 

would then leave the couple alone. 

With cooperation from local authorities, and the expertise of your authors, the perpetrator was caught 

via a sting operation. It turns out he was a sociopath who at the age of 34 was still living with his 

parents. He was arrested and brought to justice, but the harm done to the victim and her husband can 

never be totally undone. 

While there are other of cases of “I’ll smear you all over the internet if you don’t pay me money,” most 

people don’t do this because they perceive that they could get in serious trouble if they get caught. There 

are numerous other ways in which your reputation can be destroyed as a result of online 

communications, and this is sometimes a very difficult problem to overcome. There are many reasons 

why catching perpetrators and maintaining a clean online presence are difficult, which we will now 

examine. 
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There is No Easy Fix 

Now that you are aware of the types of horrors that can occur as a result of vindictive exes, competitors, 

and people who may simply be out of their minds, you might be interested to learn how people try to 

solve this problem. In essence, they will try just about anything to get back on track. 

Some start out by contacting the website and asking that the defamatory information be taken down. 

They sometimes also ask for help identifying the person who is perpetrating the attacks. Some people go 

straight to law enforcement, enlisting assistance from their local police or sheriff. They’ll file a report 

and hope the government can take it from there. Or, they’ll turn to their local attorney for possible legal 

help. 

Finally, there’s the related, time-consuming route that just about everybody takes at one time or another. 

People will spend hour after hour on the internet looking for “solutions,” reading everything that they 

can and trying all kinds of “home remedies.” Unfortunately, there is a lot of misinformation on the 

internet, with about 65 percent being correct and the rest being misleading and often damaging. In this 

section, we will take a look at all but this last avenue. In order to choose from the multitude of options 

available in cleaning up your online reputation, you will need a good understanding of how the whole 

process works. 

Who is Responsible? 

Most victims of cyber attack go through the following thought process at one time or another. They 

think back to the days before the internet, or they simply take a look at their local newspaper and they 

think:  “If someone went to the New York Times and said these ugly things about me, the New York 

Times would be required to verify and check if what was said is true or not. How come when that 

happens on Google or Topix or Facebook, the same thing doesn’t apply?” What they are wondering here 

is how perpetrators can get away with whatever they want online when in the offline world, there are 

severe penalties for similar actions. 

Part of the answer to this question involves the anonymity issue we have already discussed. You simply 

cannot go to the New York Times and anonymously submit an article. Online, however, you can be 

anyone you want to be in a matter of minutes. 

Let’s say you are subject to online defamation. You go to the website where the offending material is 

located, you find someone there to send an email to and you write to them stating:  “This is false 

material; I can prove it.” The response will usually be, “Look, we’ll be happy to honor legal requests, 

requests from courts or court orders, but past that we really can’t do a whole lot about it.” You may then 

inquire:  “At least just give me the IP address or the identity of the person who submitted the post.” As it 

turns out, there are laws that protect the privacy of those individuals who post, so more often than not, 

this request will also be denied. 

In total frustration you may finally ask,  “Well, then why don’t you just take the information off your 

site?” The answer you receive will again be less-than-pleasing, and there are two main practical issues at 

work here. The first is that websites and Internet Service Providers (ISPs – think Comcast or Verizon) 
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literally receive as many as thousands of requests a day – all saying the same thing:  “Hey, this material 

is false, I need it taken down.” Complying with each of these requests would require an enormous 

amount of policing activity. Whether there is an inability or an unwillingness to do this is a moot point. 

The precedent has already been established that it is not done. 

Also at play here is legal advice given to the owners of websites by their attorneys. The website owners 

are advised to be very careful about being selective in terms of what they do or do not post and what 

they do or do not remove. They are advised that they can actually create liability for themselves by 

removing some of the material but not all of it. So what most of them do, under the direction of their 

attorneys, is just set a standard policy of:  “We will comply with official orders, but past that, we’re not 

going to make any changes.” 

There is good news, however. In 1996, The Communications Decency Act (CDA), Section 230 was 

passed. While this law says that places like Google are not responsible for verifying posted information, 

it makes it clear that the poster of the material is to be held accountable. In other words, although the 

website itself is not forced to verify information, individuals must take responsibility for what they say 

on the worldwide web. 

In sum, to give blame where blame is due, you should view websites and places like Topix or Facebook, 

etc., as a big whiteboard in the sky. The person that owns the whiteboard, just owns it. They don’t have 

to look at what is posted. However, the person that pulls off the cap and writes on the white board is 

culpable for what they write. There are means to retribution. 

Just Go Get a Lawyer 

Let’s say you’ve contacted the website, the ISP, you can’t identify the person who is perpetrating the 

online attacks and you decide to hire an attorney to try and fix the problem. While most attorneys are 

indeed interested in helping, most in any specific local area are not skilled and just have not seen enough 

internet defamation cases – if they’ve seen them at all – to know what to do. They may be unfamiliar 

with the laws and this can frequently, though accidentally, result in misinformation. Different attorneys 

can look at the exact same material and some will say:  “Oh my gosh, yes, we can do something about 

it,” whereas ten others might have said:  “No, there’s not a thing you can do.” 

In addition, most local attorneys really don’t understand the technology and don’t know what resources 

are actually available to them and appropriate to use when dealing with internet cases. Shockingly 

enough, some are so naïve as to say “Well, just bring me the name of the person that’s doing this and I’ll 

sue them,” or, “Let’s just go sue Google and make them force the website down.” The result of this type 

of action will be little more than a lot of wasted time, money and resources because of legal precedent 

that protects Google from such actions. The reality is that many attorneys really don’t know the 

appropriate actions to take or how to take them because this is such a new field of law and the rules are 

being made up on an ad hoc basis as these types of cases become more and more prevalent. 

Strategies that work in other realms simply are not effective when dealing with anonymous posters, and 

because lawyers are not aware of this fact, they try to employ tactics that are often not consistent with 

how the online world works. A great example of that is when a business is under repeated attack and 

basically an attorney advises them as follows: “Just ignore it and it will go away.” In essence, the lawyer 
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is saying that if he can’t track down the perpetrator, he will go away. Historically, this is just not true. 

When cyber attacks continue to go to unchecked, they actually proliferate as the attacker realizes that 

they’re not going to get caught. 

Finally, there is a time and money consideration here. Attorneys bill by the hour, and therefore some of 

them have no problem simply diving in and trying to attack the problem. Frequently two things happen 

in this case. One is that the lawyer, armed with information provided by a website or an ISP, simply 

does not know what to do with the information. One example of this would be when a lawyer is actually 

provided with an IP address and has, for instance, no idea how to translate that into Geolocations, or 

how to decipher browser identifying information. 

 Second, regardless of how much lawyers learn, invariably they get to maybe the 85 to 90 percent level 

of understanding, but there are a lot of technical aspects that they simply don’t have the technical skills 

to conquer. Here’s an example:  an attorney goes and subpoenas the records of the website. They get an 

IP address, but it leads them to a Starbucks or someplace over in Russia that is just rerouting the IP 

address. Now, they may have tipped off the perpetrator, with the result that the attacker may very well 

become even more incensed and escalate their tactics as well as take more extreme measures to cover 

their tracks. 

Those attorneys who are up to date with current laws can be helpful. In addition to filing appropriate 

motions, etc., they frequently take on the role as educators of the judges who are called upon to rule in 

cases of cyber attack. Although you may not at first see the importance of this, it is critical to the justice 

system. Most judges simply do not have the time or the interest to keep abreast of the fast-paced world 

of internet defamation. Human nature being what it is – that if you don’t understand, you don’t have the 

tools, you don’t have the techniques and you don’t have the time – it’s a whole lot easier to back away. 

At some point, those in the legal profession will be forced to obtain the necessary skills to combat cyber 

attacks, but as the speed with which new innovations are made in this form of harassment is blazingly 

fast, this is unlikely to happen any time soon. While an advocate will be of assistance, someone who is 

highly trained with the intricacies of the internet will always need to be called upon for a complete 

resolution of most large-scale problems. 

District Attorneys and the FBI 

Once the avenues of contacting the website host, the ISP and a lawyer have been exhausted, when 

confronted by extreme attack, some people go so far as to see if the FBI can be of help. Their thinking 

is:  “Gee, there ought to be a law against that.” However, what authorities are thinking is:  “This is a 

civil issue. You should go to an attorney for help.” Even if there is admission that this is a criminal 

issue, the FBI and US Department of Justice have very high thresholds in terms of severity that must be 

breached before they can really step in and devote manpower to it. 

Although there are statutes on the books, District Attorneys are wary to prosecute. There are many 

reasons for this, but mostly it is a matter of there being insufficient budget, equipment, and training to do 

the job correctly. Also, the prevailing view of cyber attacks as “petty internet things” hardly provides 

incentive to take action. In addition, numerous law enforcement agencies frequently do not provide the 

necessary training to deal with the cyber world nor do they have the budget to create cyber units unless 

they are relegated to the investigation of child pornography. While there are exceptions, as a rule this is 
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what we find all over the country. In addition, government law enforcement agencies such as the FBI 

and policy enforcers such as DAs are overwhelmed with offline crime (such as murders, assaults and 

burglaries) that they are more properly equipped to handle. 

Finally, there is the practical aspect which these agencies cannot get a grip on. Most online defamation 

is done anonymously and when they don’t know who to go after, they are at somewhat of a standstill. 

What it boils down to is that technology and the internet have outpaced our legal and law enforcement 

systems. Most law enforcement agencies, just like most lawyers, are just not equipped to go through the 

steps necessary to deal with the anonymous nature of cyber attacks. They really are not familiar with all 

the things that are going on in the online world, nor do they get exposed to a lot of it. Therefore, they 

don’t have experience with these types of cases and what they don’t have experience with they tend to 

back away from. 

The Bigger They Are 

Corporate executives, big international companies, finance companies also fall prey to online attacks. 

Just like individuals and small companies, they are impacted tremendously, and not just in terms of their 

bottom line. Think of it this way:  imagine waking up in the non-online world and find out that someone 

is absolutely “after” you.. You don’t know who they are, but you keep seeing all kinds of signs and 

evidence that they’re out to destroy you. Whether you’re a CEO, a doctor, a child, a blue collar worker 

or just the man next door, that’s a very, very, heavy psychological load to bear. 

Because many people have reached out to local attorneys, law enforcement, and just about anybody who 

seems willing to help, they get to a point where they are at their wit’s end. They are extremely anxious 

and many have said, point blank, that they’re depressed. CEOs of quite successful businesses have been 

reduced to:  “This just makes me totally want to get out of this business and get rid of the company.” It 

is a very scary proposition to have somebody attacking you that you don’t know, while every 

professional you can think of is telling you that there is nothing left to do but grin and bear it and wait it 

out. 

Companies have literally been destroyed overnight and gone before their Boards and shareholders in 

total distress asking, “What do I do?” It’s as if they are fighting a ghost and they don’t know where to 

look – or how to even start. What they should be doing is starting at the beginning, understanding how 

the online world works, strengthening themselves, and their products and their services so that these 

attacks will have less of an impact. They also need to and constantly monitor their online presence. The 

tools and information you need to do this are plentiful, highly technical, and can be as confusing as the 

lawyer’s jargon and ISP hoopla, but with a sound basis, you can set yourself up for success, at least to 

some extent. 

 



 

 

Forewarned is Forearmed 
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Your Reputation and Brand Online – How it is Forged 

Business Brand 

If you take a look at the marketing plans of almost every major brand that exists today – from Coke to 

Abercrombie to Proctor and Gamble – you will find that they devote a lot of energy and care immensely 

about their image. These days, this refers not only to their offline branding, but almost more importantly, 

their online presence. Some major brands have gone so far as to launch all their new products 

exclusively online. In many cases they’ve totally moved away from offline resources such as TV and 

magazines, or at least have reduced the amount of resources that they allocate to these channels. 

Maintaining a strong, positive online brand reputation is critical to their success. Here’s why:  let’s say 

you are thinking about buying a new product or procuring a new service. For the sake of the example, 

we’ll say you’re looking for some help cleaning up your online reputation and you decide to go with a 

company that a friend recommended called Cyber Investigation Services. Before you decide to pull the 

trigger and hire this firm, what do you do? 

You log onto the worldwide web and type “Cyber Investigation Services” into your Google (or other) 

search box and take a look at the first couple of pages about the company. You go to the links on the 

first page or two and then, based on what’s there – whether it’s right or wrong – you make a decision 

about whether you’re going to do business with this company or not. 

You may think, “Okay, we’re talking about the cyber world here, people don’t really do this when they 

are deciding what cosmetics to buy or where to get their electronics.” Nothing could be farther from the 

truth. Numerous studies have been conducted to try to find out just how important online brand is. 

Though the numbers do vary somewhat, there is general agreement that roughly 75 to 85 percent of 

consumers will thoroughly research a brand online prior to buying. When those consumers see negative 

material showing up when they do that quick research, they’re going to find another company with 

which to do business. 

Personal Brand 

When people talk about “brand” they are usually thinking about big companies, but these days your own 

name is a brand – even if you’re not selling anything under it. As such, your name must be protected in 

much the same way as a business. 

Take a look at this from the perspective of anyone who has any reason to do a little bit of research about 

you. Perhaps you are seeking a new job. You submit your Curriculum Vitae and credentials, and if you 

are lucky someone will take notice and short-list you. Now, an internet search will invariably begin. Oh, 

but wait. Someone, somewhere posted the following about you:  “This man stole from my company.” 

That’s it. There is rarely any further research done to see if this fact is true. It’s an automatic bye-bye, 

you’re out of the running. 

Let’s say you’re gainfully employed and not looking for a new job, but you are an entrepreneur 

aggressively seeking new potential clients or partners in order to expand your business. It’s pretty much 

standard practice, in preparation for a meeting, to perform a little due diligence:  “Okay, I’ve got a 

meeting with this executive in an hour, let me just type his name into my search box and see what comes 
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up.” If a bunch of negative press comes up, it doesn’t matter how good the executive’s company is, he’s 

blackballed before he walked in the door. 

As you can see, it doesn’t matter what your view of the internet is, either as a company or as an 

individual. We’ve dealt with many, many people who quite honestly just didn’t believe the internet 

impacted their business – until it did. 

Therefore, we will now take a look at how to find out if your business and personal online brands are 

strong enough to ward off an attack, and present some concrete actions you can take to decrease the 

likelihood that you become a victim to the impact of an internet defamation campaign. 
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Assessing Online Brand Strength and Setting Alerts 

The Problem 

Many of you may be in a situation where your company has been in business a long time, even for 30 

years, and you’ve built a great local reputation and have even put a website up recently. Because you’re 

new, and if you haven’t had a lot of traffic to your website or you don’t have a strong individual brand, 

anyone who Googles your business will find very little information about your company. 

If you are in this position, you are ripe for the picking. If a competitor, for instance, noticed you were 

now online and wanted to make sure you couldn’t profit from the marketing of your goods or services, it 

would be easy for them to initiate a negative campaign and impact your company quite rapidly. Yes, 

your website is up there, but when someone types in your company name, just one link will show up to 

that website. 

Then there will usually be nine other slots on the first page of Google that will probably be barren (at 

best). In the course of under 45 minutes, just about anybody who wanted to could fill up those other nine 

spots by posting about you on other websites. They could even go so far as to intimate that your 

company is a scam simply by linking your company name with the word “scam.” They might title their 

article John Doe Scam Artist, and now it’s as good as true, even though it may have no factual basis. In 

the course of literally a day your company name can go from having a pristine presence to being one of 

questionable integrity, and nothing has changed other than the fact you became the victim of an online 

reputation attack. 

Monitor 

Your first line of defense against possible intrusion is actually to simply see if it is happening. Many 

business owners, however, spend the majority of their working hours concentrating on the day-to-day 

activity of simply running their business. They don’t have time to search the web looking around for 

possible problems. What do they do? How do they find out if anything’s going on about them? 

What they do is called monitoring, and it is just what it sounds like. There are various ways to do this. 

The first should be done on a monthly basis, and will take literally two minutes of your time. Simply 

type your company name into a search engine and scan down the first two pages of Google and Bing 

and see what you find. Concentrate on those because they form the bulk of internet searches these days. 

You will not need to check Yahoo because it actually gets its surf results from Bing. So, two searches a 

month and you are on your way. 

There are other sites you might check as well. If you’re really wanting to be thorough, also check 

facebook.com, twitter.com, dontdatehimgirl.com, scamreport.com, complaintsboard.com, ratemd.com, 

youtube.com, Google Places (www.google.com/places/), topix.com and yelp.com. You might be amazed 

at what you find there, both about yourself and your competitors. 

Finally, honestly ask yourself the following question:  “If I were looking to do business with my 

company, based on what I see here, would I?” The answer will be quite revealing. Finally, if your 
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personal name is a big part of your business (this applies, for example, to doctors), Google your name, 

and see what that brings up as well. 

Create Identity 

Typically when people go to look up a company they are looking to see if you have a website at all, and 

they don’t necessarily even visit it to see if it is credible. They will also look for negative information 

and peruse testimonials from third-party sources. Finally, some will simply scan the first ten entries or 

so. If you are not listed in at least five of those, you really need to start creating accounts at LinkedIn 

and Twitter, posting videos to YouTube and engaging in activities such as becoming a guest blogger at 

industry-trusted organizations. 

If you don’t bolster your ratings and your presence, you make it easy for others to create some material 

about your company that you don’t want to have appear as your first impression. If that’s the case, what 

you really need to start doing is creating social media accounts and engaging in activities such as 

becoming a guest blogger at industry-trusted organizations. 

Your job is not over just because you have created a strong online identity. You also need to maintain it 

and keep it current. . How do you do this? One way is to simply do a little research. Check out how 

other major brands look, especially those who may be in competition with you. These do not have to be 

big companies – just look at ones that have done a good job of positioning themselves on the web. How 

will you know which to look for? Simply search by topic or city, and you will find them. 

SEOmoz.org is one such company, and going to their website will be quite illuminating. What you’re 

going to see is there are numerous videos, LinkedIn accounts, Twitter accounts, all with the company 

name, SEOmoz, prominently displayed. These same links are occupying space on the first page or two 

of Google. If you start examining the online presence of a lot of “real” companies, you will find a very 

specific theme and consistent references to the same websites, blogs, social media, and press and video 

websites. 

The good news is that you can do the same thing – for free. You can, and should, open accounts and post 

videos so that when someone does a Google or Bing search for you, they have plenty to see that you 

have control of. Step one, then, is to review the first couple of pages of Google and Bing. Figure out 

where do you stand right now and make additions and adjustments as necessary. 

Google Alerts 

There’s a free tool you can use called Google Alerts which can help automate the process of keeping 

track of your brand. You will need to set up Google alerts for your company brand and key personnel. 

This is a very easy process, and the result is you will receive email alerts in your mailbox whenever 

something new is posted under any of the names for which you have set up accounts. Go to:  

https://support.google.com/alerts to learn more about the process. 

You should also include the name of any specific products you have in your Google Alerts. For 

example, if you build a reputation around a specific product or product line, you absolutely want to set 

up alerts to monitor and build its reputation. As we mentioned earlier, a major international company 

had a brand new product line (that they invested literally a billion dollars in) and it was completely 
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destroyed by two housewife bloggers. Had the company been using Google Alerts, or a similar 

monitoring mechanism, they may have been able to react before the incident spiraled out of control. 

Although Google Alerts is far from perfect, it’s still better to do something than nothing. If a notification 

does arrive in your email indicating that, for instance, your name or company is aligned with a scam, at 

least you will know it. If your company needs more advanced monitoring than you can perform, you can 

enlist the services of specialists who can, and will, be able to help you. 

Content, Content and More Content 

Putting high quality content on the internet about your individual and business identities can be time 

consuming. You can hire people to do this for you fairly inexpensively, but whatever route you take, the 

objective is to, at least in the beginning, flood the internet with high quality content. A good example is 

press releases because they tend to rank pretty highly up in the Google search engines. White papers also 

work well. 

If you’ve got news interviews use them, and if you don’t, try to connect with local stations and get your 

name out there. That is not only good for protecting your brand, but it is also an outstanding way to 

build your reputation and trust. Radio interviews and videos are also popular because people just love to 

watch and listen, perhaps more than they love to read. So, whether you’re a big proponent of the internet 

or not, simply recognize that it is very real and very impactful to businesses – both on a local and 

national basis. The more good press you can generate about yourself, the better off you’re going to be. 

Once you’ve got that content out there, go back and do another search. Go to Google and Bing again. 

Any material you’ve posted will be displayed, although it may appear on a different page in the search 

results depending on the search engine you use. As long as you’ve got those two covered, the Dogpiles 

and AOLs (for example) will take care of themselves. Good guidance here is to make sure you like what 

you see on the first few pages of Google. 
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Your Defamation “Flu Shot” 

While monitoring and creating content are important to the safety of your online brand, your mindset is 

really the critical factor. You must not view these as activities that you do from time to time and forget 

about in between. Monitoring must be constant, and content must be unique and positive. As we’ve 

seen, presenting your company or your name in a positive light can make all the difference. 

For example, take a close look at a company like Wendy’s and peruse the first few pages of search 

results via Google. What you are going to see is that everything that pops up on pages one, two, and 

probably even page three is always going to clearly show the Wendy’s brand name and invariably 

include positive material. 

This is a good example of successful online reputation management because those few pages build a sort 

of fence to insulate you against negative remarks. However, if you or your company find yourself up 

against a true psychopath or somebody who is good at figuring out how to destroy what you have so 

carefully built, this wall can be penetrated. Even then, you may only be talking about one harmful item 

out of 30 or so posts or links. Companies like Wendy’s do take measured steps to rectify the situation, 

whether by legal means, calling on a company like ours or using their own in-house resources. 

Similarly, take a company like Verizon. When you look at the first five pages or so on Google, they all 

are clean as a whistle. However, when you get beyond that, you do start to see some complaints. What is 

important here is that while these complaints are indeed present, they are so far down that most people 

never get to them, even those who are earnestly searching for their service and are disgruntled with their 

current provider. Their three or five page fence, for the most part, insulates them effectively. 

You want to build the same type of fence for your company. You can do this yourself or have an online 

reputation management company do it for you. Having it done for you is expensive, and you are not as 

likely to provide timely material to someone else as you are to post it yourself. The best approach to take 

would be simply to chip away at your presence bit by bit. Make it a goal to put something up every 

week, then perhaps every day (or at least update what you already have several times a week). The more 

current and specific your content, the more loyalty and trust you will garner. 

Don’t forget to create accounts on LinkedIn and Twitter when boosting your online content. Though 

creating an account on a venue such as this may only take you 15 or 20 minutes, compiling a number of 

them will help you build your fence to new heights. 

You should also understand that some websites rank more highly than others. For a variety of different 

reasons, Google and the search engines love the aforementioned LinkedIn and Twitter. You might put 

the same material, the same words, the same titles, on some other website and it may not show up at all, 

but post to one of those two, and you will definitely be going in the right direction. 

Another good way to insulate yourself is to take a look at how your competition does it. Browse the 

internet for others in your industry and see where they have accounts. Open ones in the same places. If a 

particular site helps one company in your industry rank highly, it will do the same for you. 
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Other places where you might want to look –it’s hard to give a list because this is industry-specific – 

include well-established industry associations that relate to your business. Many of these websites allow 

you to enter in your name and a little something about your business, and they don’t charge. “Sign up” 

those because they are frequently well regarded by Google.. 

In addition, there are numerous content sites including video sites like youtube.com, viddler.com, and 

dailymotion.com. There are also press release sites such as PRweb.com and freepressrelease.com. You 

have authority blog sites in your industry space, and you have news sites that are constantly looking for 

material. Check them all out and make sure to post something about your company anywhere you think 

it will help. Look around and see what others are doing and you’ll very quickly come up with your own 

list as well. 

Of course, if someone is intent on destroying your online presence, they will do everything they can to 

achieve that goal. However, their job will be all the more difficult if you follow the advice given in this 

section. After all, an ounce of prevention actually can be worth a pound of cure – not always, but it does 

not hurt to start off on the right foot. 
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Playing the Review Game 

The Playing Field 

There is yet one more type of venue where your brand and your reputation are rated. These are 

collectively referred to as review sites and they pop up quickly on the internet. Examples are:  Google 

Places, Topix and Yelp, and you do need to pay attention to them. Depending on the type of business 

you’re in, Google and some of the other search engines will place posts and links to these review sites 

pretty high up on your results page. 

There is really nothing you can do to get rid of, or force down, these links. Let’s say you’re a physician 

and you’ve done all your homework, have a good website and have built your fence. You Google 

yourself and find something you had not previously seen:  a bad review near the top of the search 

results. How does this happen? Search engines like Google actually decide that some websites will 

always show up when certain searches are initiated. They choose specific review sites, RateMD.com for 

example, and decide that its links will always be front and center. You also want to be on the lookout for 

reviews on Google Places, especially for local businesses. It functions as an online phone book where 

people can connect with local providers and find reviews about them. It is also one of the most 

profitable lead-generators that exists on Google, so your presence there is of utmost importance. 

If you have a negative review, especially if it’s up near the top and you don’t have many other reviews, 

that’s going to be very impactful. Competitors and “exes” love to go to review sites because they are 

places where they can easily and anonymously post reviews that are frequently false or defamatory. This 

makes just about every brand and business susceptible to being bashed on review sites. 

In the past, this was a real problem, and some companies found rather “creative” ways to solve it. They 

would sit down at their laptops in one afternoon and create 20 different screen names and then post 20 

different positive reviews about their business, thinking “Who is going to be the wiser?” Others went the 

route of hiring inexpensive laborers and having them to the same thing, though on a more massive scale. 

There are many ways to help keep your online presence pristine despite the existence of the numerous 

review sites. We will discuss these next 

Integrity 

In the end, nothing short of integrity is going to keep your brand and your reputation safe. There are 

three prongs to this. First, your brand needs to exude integrity – and this is under your control. Second, 

you have to hope that others who review your products and services play fair. Finally, you have to rely 

on the review sites. Over time, they actually gotten a little bit smarter. They’ve implemented procedures 

that, for instance, actively look to see if reviews are coming from a specific computer or a specific IP 

address, or even a specific country. They also have other sophisticated algorithms so that they are, to a 

certain extent, able to screen out intentionally biased reviews. 

You can actually monitor this yourself, at least to some extent. Let’s say you’re a restaurant owner in 

Georgia and one day your search results come back littered with negative reviews that were not there the 

day before or the week before. You might just contact the review site and inquire:  “Wait a minute, why 

am I getting all of these reviews all of a sudden?” Some websites will actually check on the IP address 
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for you. We have seen this happen many times, and in one specific case it turned out that posts were 

coming in from China even though the restaurant was located in the U.S. 

Some of the steps that are being taken by the review sites to try to keep this type of manipulation from 

happening include implementation of procedures to approve reviews, ban certain IP Addresses, and 

block usernames. Others include installation of special areas for complaint submission. These 

notwithstanding, the bigger the website (such as Yelp, Topix or Trip Advisor) the less likely its 

administration is to respond to requests to remove content. This is because, if nothing else, the sheer 

volume of these requests is overwhelming. 

What You Can Do 

Although review sites were created to be a forum where honest and sincere consumers could post their 

opinions about a person’s or company’s products and services, more and more people are beginning to 

distrust them because of blatant exploitation. After a while you simply get to a point where you question 

the validity of the content on these sites, and their purpose is therefore diluted. How, then, can you use 

them to boost your credibility? 

While the big review sites will receive the attention of potential clients, you should also submit reviews 

and information about your business to local review sites. You might even invite a reporter to write an 

article about your business that would then be posted not just on review sites, but on specialized 

websites that are specific to your industry. Obviously, a blurb on your local newspaper’s landing page 

would be a perfect testament. 

Finally, the best way to get good review is to ask your customers to write them. Provide incentives such 

as coupons, discounts – or better yet –overwhelm your clients with such great service and products that 

they are just chomping at the bit to recommend you. It goes without saying that if you treat people right, 

provide great customer service and price your products and services fairly, you will gather raving fans. 

These are your greatest asset when it comes to the review game. 

 



 

 

You are Under Attack 
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Key Facts You Should Know Before Getting Started 

At some point, no matter how well you’ve built your fence and monitored your ratings, your brand is 

likely to come under attack. There are things you should know, and this information will vary 

jurisdiction by jurisdiction, industry by industry and state by state1. Every case is different and it is very 

important to seek professional help before taking serious steps on your own. 

Before doing so, however, there are some general guidelines that will serve you well before you embark 

on your search for assistance. Although many think that it is impossible to prove who is behind 

anonymous posts or attacks, there is actually more that can be done than you might realize. This is 

actually a double-edged sword for some, but the fact is that whenever you go online, everything you do 

leaves “electronic fingerprints.” Those fingerprints include IP and email addresses, traceroutes, browser 

headers, Media Access Control (MAC) addresses, internet history and activity logs  – all at the ISP 

level. 

There is actually more information about people online than you could ever imagine. Most people don’t 

realize that between recordings of every post you have ever made online, selling of private data, tracking 

cookies by search engines, etc., privacy on the internet is dead. Even if you are trying to hide your 

identity your trail is traceable, especially when you combine the ability to apply forensics and subpoena 

information. However, very sophisticated methods are needed to capture electronic fingerprints, and the 

general public does not have access to the databases , tools, and tactics that are required to capture them. 

Therefore, what you will probably need to do at some time or another is to enlist the assistance of 

someone who has this access and is licensed and able to use it. 

Before going to this extreme, however, there are some actions you can take if you are under attack. It is 

not often that these will work by themselves, but taking the initiative to do what you can before 

consulting experts can be helpful – if you know what your limitations are and what is likely to be 

effective. 

 

                                                 
1 For a list of statutes and applicable regulations, by state, see Appendix I. 
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What Most Victims Try 

While it is possible that any of the approaches below will be effective under certain circumstances, none 

is an answer in and of itself. Therefore, each will be examined briefly. We’ll take these from the most 

popular to the most difficult and examine the efficacy of each. 

Ignore It or Try to Just Make it Go Away 

This one is obvious – in most cases this just does not work. In rare cases, however, simply refusing to 

give credence to an aberrant post or two will stop the activity. There are those who post malicious 

information simply to “get a rise” out of someone with whom they are angry. When they do not get that 

attention, they may stop. However, it is more likely that attackers will escalate their activity until they 

get some type of response. You can always wait a day or two before becoming active, but unless you are 

sure that the perpetrator is really benign, this is not a successful game plan. More often than not, 

anonymous posters can take on sociopathic behaviors that drive them to attack their victims for months, 

and many times, years. The longest documented case of which we are ware involves an attacker r who 

had been posting defamatory information about an individual for eight years before the victim finally 

sought proper investigative and legal resolution (the case is now resolved and the perpetrator is in jail). 

Post a Rebuttal 

With the caveat in mind that giving attention to an attacker may incite more aggravation, you can try to 

combat any negative press by simply posting a rebuttal. You want to be factual, not accusatory. An 

example of this would be:  You are a doctor and find a post on your website about a specific visit made 

to your office. You check your records and are sure that all the claims in that post are false, made up and 

simply hurtful. In this case, as an owner of business that is being defamed, you can post a rebuttal to the 

statement outlining the facts, delineate that the information provided in the offending post were fictional, 

and suggest nicely that if someone wants to contact you directly to address the issue, you would be more 

than happy to enter into conversation with them. 

There are, however, two significant problems with this approach:  almost nobody believes the response 

of the business. First, online sympathy almost always goes to the “poor, helpless soul” whose story 

sounds so credible to readers. When a representative of the business that has been attacked speaks on its 

own behalf, their response is often perceived as totally self-serving and people conclude that the 

“victim” is the more likely party to be telling the truth. Second, the more material that is written on this 

post, the higher Google and other search engines will rank it, further compounding the problem. 

Online Reputation Management and Repair 

By now you know how to maintain your online reputation. Once you are under attack, the stakes go way 

up. You may gain some effect by shoring up your fence or by hiring an online reputation management 

team to build your brand and your reputation to the point where a small attack or two will have little 

impact. However, experience proves that once the attacks begin, there can be a snowball or a piling-on 

effect. Therefore, while managing your online reputation is obviously always a good idea, it will not 

actually fix a severe attack. 
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There are many reputation management companies who claim that they can affect repair for you and 

will explain that they do this by burying negative posts with positive material. They post content that 

they hope will rank higher than the negative material. While it is always good practice to produce some 

fresh, strong, positive, useful and creative content, the most often-used search engines frequently do not 

respond well to this approach. We see client after client try it, to no avail. We are not saying it cannot 

work. We are just saying that from our perspective changes in search engine algorithms have made this 

very difficult for most reputation management companies to implement. 

While we can’t disclose too many particulars, our team has actually been contacted by one of the leaders 

in the reputation repair industry, confiding that it is getting very tough to suppress negative information 

by providing positive information. This company, accurately, has come to the conclusion that this is 

ineffective because of the changes in how Googles Algorithms ranks material and the undeniable truth 

that it cannot, like the other methods listed above, get to the root of the problem when you are under 

continuous or purposeful attack. 

Threaten To “Sue” the Perpetrator 

Although just about every victim tries this at one point or another, it very rarely works. The reason is 

that the threat is perceived as what it most usually is – a bluff. The antagonist often (falsely) assumes 

that nobody can do anything about the online activity and is therefore not concerned. In actuality, 

making a threat to “sue” usually has the affect of escalating the attack as all you have done is further 

annoy the perpetrator. 

Have the Defamatory Information Removed 

In some cases you can appeal to the good nature, or willingness of a smaller website owner to help by 

appealing to their own sense of fairness. However, with larger sites you may have to resort to addressing 

violations of terms of service of the website, modification or redaction of key information that invades 

privacy, or provide a convincing argument combined with factual proof that the material that has been 

posted about your or your business is blatantly false. Experience has shown that you will get more done 

by taking a professional and courteous tone than by employing a threatening overture in your 

communications. 

Enlist a Local Lawyer 

Turning to a local attorney for help may seem like a good idea, but the cold hard fact is that you will 

most likely be turned away. As has been explained, the anonymous nature of many posts changes 

peoples’ behavior and attorneys are simply not equipped to handle this. As a matter of fact, many 

attorneys have themselves become the subject of attack as a result of ineffective intervention they have 

applied in an effort to help others. 

Most local attorneys are simply not up to date on either the rules of engagement for internet cases or 

quickly-evolving technology. They don’t understand the investigative techniques that must be brought to 

bear when internet defamation is a concern. They also don’t understand the mentality of an anonymous 

poster and are thus poorly prepared to deal with how they are likely to react when confronted. They are 

frequently not aware of, or do not understand, the large array of legal techniques that should be used in 

these cases. Only a very experienced attorney who has handled numerous cases in various jurisdictions 

will be up to date.. In fact, even seemingly simple activities such as applying the regulations of the 
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DMCA can be far above the heads of those who are not fully immersed in the area of cyber technology 

and law. Therefore, you will probably be best served by staying away from the inexperienced lawyer 

because they are going to be learning and practicing with your money, which can be quite costly. 

Cease and Desist 

One of the common tools that local attorneys employ is what is referred to as a “cease and desist” letter. 

This letter is just what you might think:  a letter threatening a particular action if an activity is not 

stopped. If your attorney is lucky and you know who your attacker is, this letter can be sent to that 

person, and now you may get somewhere. 

However, when the attacker is anonymous (which is more often than not), an attorney will fire off a 

cease and desist letter to the owner of the website where the offending material is posted, or will suggest 

bringing suit against them. This almost never works, for a variety of reasons. Foremost, there is a wealth 

of legal precedent protecting website owners from these types of lawsuits because of the implementation 

of the Communication Decency Act 230. Cease and Desist letters usually result in little more than a lot 

of wasted time, money and frustration. 

More often than not, when the “known” person is confronted, even by an attorney, the response to a 

cease and desist letter is, “Gee, that is terrible but I have no idea who posted that. It was not me,” and the 

letter goes in the trash. What can you do about this? It is critical in these cases to really drill into the 

perpetrator’s mind that they can and will be caught. A private investigator can show the attacker that 

they have their IP address and can prove who they are. Now, the perpetrator will sit up and take notice. 

It’s A New Frontier 

Some people refer to the whole area of Internet Defamation as the “Wild Wild West.” The reason for 

this is that technology has outstripped our legal system, as well the general knowledge of attorneys, 

judges, our court systems, prosecutors and defense attorneys. There is a great deal of confusion wrapped 

around the free speech and jurisdictional issues, specifically when they cross into defamatory remarks. 

A typical scenario that highlights the issue often involves a business owner who goes to their family or 

corporate attorney for guidance. The attorney has probably been quite helpful in the past and is very 

competent in their field of expertise. However, going to your local attorney when the matter at hand is 

internet defamation is akin to going to a podiatrist to perform neurosurgery – the lack of specialization 

in the specific area just does not exist, the training is missing, and the results can be disastrous. 

A case in point involved a very large company that was under a brutal brand assassination attack by an 

anonymous poster. Despite having three ex-U.S. Justice Department lawyers on staff, the company 

quickly came to a complete standstill about what to do to stop an attack that was costing them tens of 

thousands of dollars a month. Finally, this company enlisted us to provide much-needed investigative 

resources. The perpetrator was identified within about 15 minutes. With appropriate direction, the 

corporate attorneys were able to stop the attacks and recover damages. 

This is not an isolated incident! It is happening across the boardrooms of companies all over the world, 

and it could easily happen to you. 
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(Mostly) Free Solutions 

First and foremost, remember that your online brand reputation is of huge importance. In order to deal 

with an ongoing attack, you may end up having to swallow your pride or do something that you find 

goes against your sense of fairness. However, from a business perspective, the alternatives are usually 

worse. 

Take Advantage of Misconceptions 

One thing that you may have in your favor when trying to find and stop a cyber attack is that many 

perpetrators are cocky and exude sociopathic tendencies. Some are quite sure that you cannot find them 

because they’re hidden, they’re anonymous, they bounce their IP addresses all around the world. Others 

have an inflated view of their technical abilities and are sure that nobody else is as savvy. This is the 

reason they believe that their identity will never be discovered. 

The truth is, almost anybody can be found. The expertise to remain truly anonymous is only found 

among highly trained techies who understand all of the elements of the tools and tactics that can be used 

to find them. In this sense, the investigation of cyber crimes requires skills similar to those need to 

conduct a murder investigation. Most murders are typically committed by someone that you know. 

Consequently a forensic trail typically leads to the killer. Cyber crimes and cyber defamation are quite 

similar. The “forensic fingerprints” usually lead back to someone with a motive. Often, if there is a 

motive, there is a discoverable link between the attacker and the victim. 

Another misconception that perpetrators rely upon is that they will always be protected under the 1st 

Amendment. This is an amendment to the U.S. constitution located in the Bill of Rights which prohibits 

the abridgment of freedom of speech. Perpetrators of internet attacks interpret this to mean that they can 

say whatever they want or hide behind terms like “In My Opinion” and that they therefore have fairly 

free reign over what they post. 

However, this couldn’t be further than the truth. Because internet law is an entirely new frontier, few 

people are really familiar with the legal precedent that impacts these types of behaviors. There are 

multiple issues that can affect the outcome of a cyber defamation case. Procuring the technical proof 

needed to make an accusation that will hold up in court, knowing the laws of various jurisdictions and 

handling cases that span multinational jurisdictions are examples. Armed with the correct tools and 

knowledge, the bottom line is that it is highly probable that almost any antagonist can be identified and 

stopped, and ultimately brought to justice for their malicious behavior. 

Whether you can prove who your attacker is or not, simply going to law enforcement with a statement 

like:  “I know exactly who it is, so let’s just go after them” doesn’t do you any good because you’ve got 

to prove that the technical evidence procured was obtained legally, is admissible in court and clearly 

points to the person(s) accused. If you appear before a judge without this level of proof the odds are very 

high that your case will be thrown out before you can even present the offending remarks into the 

record. These are all factors to consider going before the court. In other words, do not fall prey to the 

same types of misconceptions that perpetrators abide by – do your homework, document everything and 

enlist the help of professionals. 
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Confront the Attacker 

One (free) solution that might serve you well is to try to resolve the situation by “confronting” your 

attacker – presuming you know his or her identity. There are a couple of scenarios under which this 

might be done. The first is employed when the attacker is a customer who, let’s say, posts something 

negative about your service or product on a review site. An attack like this can be quite malicious, and if 

the remarks posted cross into the realm of defamation, you may need to contact an attorney. That, 

however, is an expensive proposition, so you may sometimes be better served by first taking steps to 

appease the customer. 

One of the lost arts that is part and parcel of the ever-shrinking internet world is speaking with one 

another like real people. Customers are quick to complain online because they just feel it is easier than 

confronting the business with their complaint. Business owners are quick to be rude and not look at the 

situation from the customer’s point of view. Be different. Take the time to interact personally with 

someone who posts about you maliciously. You never know when a one-on-one interaction may just 

turn a disgruntled customer into a raving fan. 

There is a certain amount of skill needed to accomplish this, and you may need to stretch a bit to 

accomplish your goal.. However, the effort is well worth it. Effectively, do whatever you can so that the 

customer feels you are “doing right” by him or her. You may even find yourself providing financial 

retribution, but in the end this will usually cost you a lot less than going to court or losing your business 

entirely. 

A different type of interaction is in order if the post is nothing more than fiction. You will often know 

who made the post and why. For example, you may remember a scenario a week ago wherein someone 

seemed upset, and the circumstances described in the complaint sounded just like the ones of the 

fictitious-like post you now see. Whenever you can, and with a friendly approach, see if you can resolve 

the issue directly by reaching out and communicating with the attacker. Even if this, again, involves 

some money exchanging hands, it will cost you a lot less in a lot of ways to simply reason with such a 

person than it will to explore legal methods. If you can find a way to do it, make the attacker understand 

that you have their best interest at heart. 

Unfortunately, there’s just absolutely no right or wrong answers as to how aggressive you should be or 

exactly what form your communication should take. There are, however, some good, common sense 

rules to follow. For instance, writing to your attacker and saying, “You no good SOB, you’re too scared 

to come out and show yourself,” or “I know my product is great and you’re just a pathological liar,” are 

not likely to get you very far. Unless you have given very careful thought to your confrontational post or 

letter, you are going to come off looking bad. That, obviously, is not your objective, so be polite, helpful 

and perhaps even solicitous when you are speaking directly with someone who has attacked you. The 

saying, “You can catch more flies with honey than vinegar” is one that you should keep in mind. If you 

get rejected after taking that type of approach, then you have to elevate your tactics a bit. You also need 

to keep in mind that anything you put in writing can later either be posted on the web by your attacker, 

or used against you in legal proceedings. Be sure what you put out won’t come back to bite you.  
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Get a Second Opinion 

When your name or your brand or your company is under attack, it’s very emotionally distressing and 

can impact everyone from CEOs and celebrities to every day common folk. When under this type of 

duress, even the most seasoned executives react differently than they would under other circumstances. 

They become unclear and irrational, riddled with confusion and fear and sometimes even become 

depressed. Therefore, no matter what the specific attack, it is a good idea to get a second opinion on 

your approach to handling the matter at hand. 

Confide in someone you trust:  a friend, a colleague or a family member, for instance, and tell them 

what’s happened. Let them read the posts. Have them give you an honest opinion about what has taken 

place. What you’re really looking for is that person (who should be reasonably familiar with the impact 

of the web today) to look at what’s going on and answer the following question:  Is this something that’s 

really going to harm you, or is it something that has totally pissed you off but may really not be that big 

of a deal – yet. Gaining that perspective can be really helpful when you are deciding what action you 

might take. 

The Streisand Effect 

There is something very important you need to understand about the way search engines “work.” The 

more material there on a page, the higher it tends to rank. Therefore, if you embark upon a very 

protracted response to an attack, the perpetrator responds, you answer back (and on and on), all of a 

sudden you will find that you’re creating page after page of material that the search engines may just 

absolutely love. Now you have turned one ugly blog post that might not have been such a big problem 

into a multitude of links that are sitting in the number one or two spot when your name or company is 

Googled. 

In the cyber world, this is referred to as the Streisand Effect. It stems from a situation in 2003 when 

Barbra Streisand took legal action requesting the suppression of photographs of her residence. The 

unintended consequence was that more publicity was generated by her actions than ever would have 

become evident had she just left the photos as they were2. 

Whenever you consider bringing suit against someone, ask the following:  “Okay, if we step in and if we 

do certain things, is it going to make the problem better or is it going to make it worse?” Here’s what 

could happen if you don’t think before you act. Let’s say you’re a businessperson reading through a 

forum in your industry. At some point, you find someone who has made some rather negative comments 

about you, or your business. You counteract, accusing the attacker of name bashing, and all of a sudden, 

20 other people on that forum, most of whom are anonymous, now take offense that the big bad 

                                                 

2 According to Wikipedia, “Mike Masnick of Techdirt coined the term after Streisand, citing privacy violations, unsuccessfully sued 
photographer Kenneth Adelman and Pictopia.com for US $50 million in an attempt to have an aerial photograph of her mansion removed from 
the publicly available collection of 12,000 California coastline photographs. Adelman said that he was photographing beachfront property to 
document coastal erosion as part of the government sanctioned and commissioned California Coastal Records Project. Before Streisand filed 
her lawsuit, "Image 3850" had been downloaded from Adelman's website only six times; two of those downloads were by Streisand's 
attorneys. As a result of the case, public knowledge of the picture increased substantially; more than 420,000 people visited the site over the 
following month.” 
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Corporate Officer is browbeating a little old housewife who really meant no harm. In the offline world, 

this is referred to as riot mentality, and it is to be avoided at all costs. 

Contact the ISP or Website Owner 

Whether or not contacting the ISP or website owner is beneficial once you are under attack depends 

largely on the nature of the attack and the venue where it is posted. Sometimes it can be effective, 

though sometimes it will get you nowhere. Other times, you can create a bigger problem, as described in 

the Streisand Effect. 

Many websites deliberately make it difficult for you to find the appropriate person to handle your 

complaint. You might try searching in the terms of service (TOS) hoping to find someone who will help 

them, only to read something like the following:  “Defamatory material is not allowed.” Sometimes 

there is an area where you can “report abuse,” but usually no individual’s name is given here, so there is 

little personal contact available. Even a local attorney who tries by sending an email saying “Take this 

down or we’re going to sue you” finds their complaint falling on deaf ears. This is partially because of 

the CDA 230 rules, and also because the only email address available for an attack report is 

abuse@[name of company]. Most recipients greet complaints you send them by simply pressing the 

delete button. 

Rather than complain or demand a call to action, a simple statement of fact will sometimes get the 

attention of those who are in a position to help. “The following statement was written (quote the post in 

its entirety) and it is false. Not only that, it is harming my business. I understand that you don’t 

necessarily have to take it down, but could you do me a great big favor and do so anyway?” Again, a 

polite request will sometimes provide favorable results, although you should not necessarily count on 

this from the larger, more popular websites. 

Of course, even if you are successful, the “Whack-A-Mole” scenario may still exist. If someone is 

actively trying to attack you, then for every post that is removed, two or more may pop up in its place. 

Therefore, if you are going to begin by trying to handle this yourself, you must recognize that at some 

point, despite your best efforts, you cannot affect change. Rather than spend sleepless nights worrying 

about what is going to pop up about you next, you are now in a position where you should consider 

seeking professional investigative and legal assistance. 

Law Enforcement 

Law enforcement, as it relates to defamation or tortuous interference or other online nuisances, is largely 

at a standstill because usually the infraction, as we have mentioned, is of a civil nature – it is not a 

criminal matter. Therefore, because various law enforcement agencies are protectors of the peace for 

criminal issues, not civil issues, they are right when they advise you that they are not the proper agency 

to go to for assistance. 

However, sometimes the attack crosses the line and actually becomes a criminal act. Examples would be 

extortion, stalking and threatening you or your family physically, and cyber-bullying. However, law 

enforcement agencies are still reticent to take these on these because they’re just not trained in the 

proper methods of investigating these types of cases and they don’t have the manpower to cover nearly a 

fraction of them. 
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The John Doe Lawsuit 

When you combine investigative research and social engineering tactics, it’s generally not that hard to 

catch an “anonymous” attacker – providing that you have the right tools to use. In many cases, it simply 

boils down to finding an IP address for the perpetrator. Should this not be possible, there actually is 

something that can be done, and that is the filing of what is referred to as “John Doe Lawsuit”. 

In essence, by filing this type of suit, you are taking legal action to ask a court for help. It looks like this:   

“I don’t know who it is, but we know that someone is using some sophisticated tactics – emails, IP 

addresses, or websites – and we need to be able to gain disclosure of this information so that we can face 

our attacker.” Courts are amenable to filing these types of suits, which then enables you to obtain and 

issue subpoenas in the name of John Doe, in order to get the information you need. Now you will have 

the ability to find exactly who to name in a civil lawsuit. 

Professional Assessment 

Because the investigative portion of stopping internet attacks is so important, reaching out to a specialist 

in this area is often your best first line of attack. This should often be done even before consulting with 

an attorney because cyber-investigators can utilize methods that are perfectly allowable and legal but 

which attorneys cannot pursue because of the code of ethics they must abide by. 

An investigative specialist can provide you with a professional assessment and address concerns such as:  

Does the material appear to be defamatory or does it appear to be criminal? Is it malicious? How long 

has it been going on? Are the posts current? How frequently do they occur? Did it happen recently, or 

years and years ago? What technical evidence will be needed in order to resolve the situation? How 

sophisticated are the attack methods?, Finally, “What’s the likelihood of success” is a huge factor in 

determining if and how to proceed.. 

That’s the bottom line. You need to find out who is attacking you, get the offending behavior stopped 

and seek whatever recourse is possible. What you do not want is a group of non-professionals spinning 

their wheels, spending your money and dragging the entire unpleasant affair out to a point where the 

stress you started out with snowballs into a completely unmanageable situation. 
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What A True Cyber Investigative-Attorney Team Can Do 

The following will give you an idea of the circumstances under which you might consider consulting a 

cyber investigative-attorney team. We had a client, whom we’ll call Mr. X, who came to us a while 

back. While not necessarily the norm, this person’s entire business was derived from online advertising. 

They were quite successful until one day, out of the blue, a disgruntled customer started posting really 

rude, hurtful, and exaggerated remarks about Mr. X’s service.  

Mr. X had gone through all the proper procedures. He had multiple fences built up around his online 

business including accounts on various pertinent social media sites like Facebook and Twitter. He also 

had numerous articles, blogspots and press releases posted where people looking for his services would 

easily find them. 

When the disparaging remarks first appeared, Mr. X tried to reason with the attacker by responding 

online. He also tried to determine the identity of the perpetrator so that he could correspond privately 

that he wanted to resolve the situation, but had no success. His only recourse was to post a public 

message to achieve reconciliation. In response, he received an anonymous answer that the attacker 

simply would have no part of any of any negotiations and was going to ruin him online. 

The attacker then escalated her (it was eventually determined that the perpetrator was female) campaign 

to ruin Mr. X’s reputation on a variety of review sites. She posted on ripoffreport.com, scam.com, 

blogspot.com, wordpress.com, put up articles and videos, and made phone calls from “untraceable” 

throw away phones. She also sent out “spoofed” emails that looked like they had come from someone 

the recipients knew or respected when in fact she had simply manufactured them. She also went so far as 

to contact law enforcement officials, including the District Attorney, to complain – all in an effort to 

defame Mr. X. This has been going on for four years, and while the suspect has been arrested twice 

before, it has been very difficult to get the police to cooperate. A lawsuit is now pending. 

Why Do I Need an Investigator and an Attorney? 

A good cyber investigative team has the ability to identify just about any attacker, no matter how 

sophisticated that attacker is. Because investigators have extensive technical expertise and know how to 

use extremely sophisticated cyber tools, they can often find even a seemingly anonymous attacker 

quickly, and in a cost-effective manner. Those tools and tactics range from advanced honeypots, IP 

tripwires that catch the real IP address of the perpetrator (along with their browser and computer type 

and electronic fingerprints), to legal electronic surveillance of internet traffic flowing in and out of a 

computer or website. In addition, advanced Boolean search tools can be performed that will monitor and 

find information that lies deep within web platforms and that most people do not even know exists (but 

which account for the majority of the pages available on the internet). 

Let’s say that you are under anonymous attack and need to put a stop to it. A good investigative team 

can procure the IP address of the perpetrator and has means by which to inform him that he is under 

investigation. The investigator can explain that if an attorney gets brought in the odds are very, very 

high that there are going to be some serious repercussions. These may include issuing subpoenas, 
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educating and presenting the facts to a judge, procuring cease and desist orders and even seeking 

monetary retribution. 

A legal team that is supported by those who are current with internet technology is well placed to go 

even further. They can handle motions to quash and arguments about jurisdiction and violation of free 

speech issues. Effectively, the investigator performs the technical work necessary to prove that a 

violation has occurred and the legal team, armed with accurate and sufficient proof, begins legal 

proceedings. This provides a one-two punch, and as a case progresses to resolution, you will see a lot of 

interaction between the investigative and legal teams. 

Although “Just subpoena and get an IP,” will sometimes be effective, most cases are more complex than 

that. Multiple rounds of subpoenas may have to be issued and additional investigation may be required 

to follow up on leads that have been generated. Now, the investigator or case follows a completely 

different path. Sometimes the process can be very simple, but often, additional, more technical 

investigative techniques may need to be employed such as internet, phone and computer forensics and 

even electronic wiretaps. 

A good investigative-legal team can do all this and can also help you with problems other than 

defamation. Although we have concentrated on that form of internet attack, there are many others that 

occur. They all cause harm, some more than others. One example would be a website selling a fake 

product, but with the brand name of the “real product” on its label. This is better known as 

counterfeiting. Other infractions include copyright and trademark infringement, cyber squatting, 

hacking, data breaches, embezzlement, internet fraud, identity theft, and organized cyber crimes. 

Solving of these types of cases involves using old-fashioned investigative expertise, and various types of 

forensics, including forensic accounting, electronic monitoring, surveillance and a variety of specialized 

tools to help identify and document evidence of the crime that has allegedly been committed. 

Is It Time? 

Having examined the pluses and minuses of reputation management, monitoring, assessment, and 

content creation, at some point in time many businesses are faced with a dilemma. Can they handle their 

online presence or not? If they have been attacked, have they done everything they can to stop the 

damage, only to end up with an expanding pile of negative press? If so, it may very well be time to call 

in the cavalry. 

There are two major components that will impact your decision in terms of when it is time to turn to the 

one-two punch of a cyber-investigative-attorney team. One is financial and the other is emotional. 

Financially, if you expect that if the damage is left unchecked or uncorrected there will be damage to the 

future of your online reputation to the point where it’s truly going to harm you in a major way – perhaps 

by a loss of tens of thousands of dollars or more – then you probably have to act very quickly and call in 

the heavyweights. 

Although the potential financial damage may be something that you can overcome (but why should 

you), emotional destruction can be even more devastating. This can happen to anyone, regardless of 

their stature or socio-economic position. If you find yourself at a point where whatever is happening to 
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you online is so overwhelming that you simply cannot deal with it any longer, then you are probably 

going to need to seek professional help. 

What’s Going to Happen 

Your one-two punch has clear objectives in mind. Number one is putting an end to the disparaging posts 

Frequently, an agreement is made to simply “stop” the attack for the moment and sometimes the 

problem then resolves itself due to lack of momentum. Now,  legal work will not be required. For 

example, let’s say that somebody has been mass emailing your client list and has put some rather 

disparaging remarks in those emails. Some damage has already been done, but what you might 

conclude, at least for now that it’s survivable. The question now becomes:  “Are you scared stiff of what 

might happen next?” If the answer is “yes,” you need help with this objective. 

The second objective is the removal of all the damaging material. Let’s say you’ve got some damaging 

material on page one of Google about your company and it’s really damaging. If you are unable to 

remove it you are likely to lose half a million dollars worth of revenue next year. In this scenario, a very 

realistic objective would be simply get the offending link removed – permanently. This is not as easy as 

it may sound because there are several legal steps and acid tests that the courts require to ensure that the 

poster’s rights to free speech and privacy are not violated. 

Sometimes, stopping the attack and getting the offending material removed is not enough, and this is 

where the third objective of your investigator-lawyer team comes into play. You may actually want to 

recover damages, even if it means bankrupting your assailant for the emotional, financial and mental 

distress that they have put you through, not to mention recuperation of the cost of investigative and legal 

fees. 

What’s the Likelihood of Success? 

As long as you are willing and able to follow the advice and instructions of your investigative-legal 

team, your likelihood of achieving a positive outcome is quite good. Stopping an all-out frontal attack by 

person(s) willing to destroy your life, your career and your good name is serious business. When the 

stakes are this high you don’t want to leave your fate in the hands of an inexperienced team. Similarly, if 

you were in need of brain surgery, you wouldn’t ask your family doctor to perform the procedure. Do 

your homework, and seek out competent advice from someone who has seen hundreds of these types of 

cases, not just one or two. Read up on the subject (you have obviously done this if you have gotten this 

far), and if you want to talk to a professional we highly encourage you to visit our website at 

www.cyberinvestigtionservices.com and register for a free consultation with one of our specialists. 

Lastly, take a deep breath, and know that there is hope and real answers that will resolve your situation, 

no matter how bad things might seem right now. 
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Appendix I 

State Length of Limitation Code Number State Website Link:  http://injury.findlaw.com/torts-

and-personal-injuries/time-limits-to-file-a-defamation-lawsuit-state-statutes-of.html 

Alabama 2 years Title 6, Ch. 2, 6-2-38 (l) State Website Link 

Alaska 2 years Sec. 9.10.070 State Website Link  

Arizona 2 years; 1 year libel/slander Title 12, Article 3, Secs. 12-541, 12-542 State Website 

Link  

Arkansas 3 years (libel, wrongful death), 2 years med malpractice; 1 year slander Secs. 16-56-

104, 16-56-105, 16-114-203, 16-62-102 State Website Link  

California 2 years for intentional torts; 1 year for slander, libel Code of Civ. Proc. Sec. 335.1, 

340 State Website Link  

Colorado 2 years; 1 year libel/slander Colo. Rev. Stat. Secs. 13-80-102, 13-80-103 State 

Website Link  

Connecticut 2 years Conn. Gen. Stat. Ch. 926 Sec. 52-584 State Website Link  

Delaware 2 years Title 10, Ch. 81, Sec. 8119; Title 18, Chapter 68, Sec. 6856 State Website 

Link  

Dist of Columbia 3 years; 1 year libel/slander Title 12, Ch. 3, Sec. 12-301 State Website Link  

Florida 4 years; 2 years medical malpractice, label/slander Title 8, Ch. 95, Sec. 95.11 State 

Website Link  

Georgia 2 years; 1 year libel/slander Sec. 9-3-33 State Website Link 

Hawaii 2 years Rev. Stat. Secs. 657-4, 657.7, 657-7.3 State Website Link  

Idaho 2 years Title 5, Ch. 2, Sec. 5-219 State Website Link  

Illinois 2 years; 1 year defamation 735 ILCS 5/13-201, 13-202, 13-212 State Website Link  

Indiana 2 years Title 34, Art. 11, Ch. 2, Sec. 34-11-2-3, 34-11-2-4 State Website Link  

Iowa 2 years Chapter 614, Section 614.1 State Website Link  

Kansas 2 years; 1 year libel/slander Chapter 60, Art 5, Sec. 60-513 State Website Link  

Kentucky 1 year Title 36, Chapter 413, Sec. 413.140 State Website Link  
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Louisiana 1 year Ci. Code. Art. 3492 State Website Link  

Maine 6 years; 2 years libel/slander Title 14,Part 2, Ch. 205, Sub. 1, Secs. 752, 753 State 

Website Link 

Maryland 3 years; 1 year libel/slander Courts and Judicial Proceedings, Sec. 5-101 State 

Website Link 

Massachusetts 3 years Title 5, Ch. 260, Secs. 2A and 4 State Website Link  

Michigan 3 years; 1 year libel/slander Chapter 600, Act 236, Ch. 58, Sec. 600.5805, number 9 

State Website Link 

Minnesota 2 years Ch. 541, Sec 541.05, 541.07 State Website Link 

Mississippi 3 years; 2 years malpractice; 1 year libel/slander Title 15, Ch. 1, Secs. 15-1-36, 15-

1-35, 15-1-49 State Website Link 

Missouri 5 years; 2 years libel/slander; 2 years malpractice Title 35, Ch. 516, Secs. 516.105, 

516.120, 516.140 State Website Link 

Montana 3 years; 2 years libel/slander Title 27, Ch. 2, 27-2-204 and 27-2-207 State Website 

Link 

Nebraska 4 years; 1 year libel/slander; 2 years malpractice Title 25, Section 207, 25-207 State 

Website Link 

Nevada 2 years Chapter 11, Sec 11.190 State Website Link 

New Hampshire 3 years Title LII, Chapter 508, Sec. 508.4 State Website Link 

New Jersey 2 years; 1 year libel/slander Title 2A, Ch. 14, Sec. 2A:14-2, 14-3 State Website 

Link 

New Mexico 3 years Ch. 37, Art. 1, Sec. 37-1-8 State Website Link 

New York 3 years; 2.5 years malpractice; 1 year libel/slander Civil Practice Laws and Rules, 

Art. 2, Secs. 214, 214.s, 215 State Website Link 

North Carolina 3 yearsl 1 year libel/slander; 2 years wrongful death Title 1, Section 1-52, 1-54 

State Website Link 

North Dakota 6 years; 2 years in wrongful death, libel/slander Title 28, Ch. 1, Secs. 28-01-16 

and 28-01-18 State Website Link 

Ohio 2 years Title 23, Ch. 5, Sec. 2305.10 State Website Link 

Oklahoma 2 years; 1 year libel/slander Title 12, Ch. 3, Sec. 95 State Website Link 
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Oregon 2 years for medical malpractice; 2 years for personal injury; 1 year libel/slander Ch. 12, 

Secs. 12.110, 12.115, 12.120 State Website Link 

Pennsylvania 2 years; 1 year libel/slander 42 PA Con. Stat. Sections 5523, 5524 State Website 

Link 

Rhode Island 3 years; 1 year libel/slander Title 9, Ch. 1, Sec. 9-1-14 State Website Link 

South Carolina 3 years; 2 years libel/slander Title 15, Ch. 3, Secs. 15-3-530, 15-3-545, 15-3-

550 State Website Link 

South Dakota 3 years; 2 years libel/slander, medical malpractice Title 15, Ch. 2, Secs. 15-2-14, 

15-2-14.1, 15-2-15 State Website Link 

Tennessee 1 year; 6 months libel/slander Title 28, Ch. 3, Secs. 28-3-103, 28-3-104 State 

Website Link 

Texas 2 years; 1 year libel/slander Civ. Prac. & Rem Code, Title 2, Ch. 16, Secs. 16.002, 

16.003 State Website Link 

Utah 4 years; 2 years wrongful death; 1 year libel/slander Title 78, Ch. 12, Sec. 78-12-25 State 

Website Link 

Vermont 3 years Title 12, Ch. 23, Secs. 512, 521 State Website Link 

Virginia 2 years; 1 year libel/slander Title 8.01, Ch. 4, Secs. 8.01-243, 8.01-247.1 State 

Website Link 

Washington 3 years; 1 year libel/slander Title 4, Ch. 16, Secs. 4.16.080, 4.16.100 State 

Website Link 

West Virginia 2 years Chapter 55, Sec. 55-2-12 State Website Link 

Wisconsin 3 years; 2 years libel/slander Chapter 893, Secs. 893.54, 893.55, 893.57 State 

Website Link 

Wyoming 4 years; 1 year liable/slander Title 1, Ch. 3, Sec. 1-3-105 State Website Link 


